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Call for papers, presentations, demonstrations and sessions
Extended Abstract Submission Deadline: 28 January

4th International Conference

Data for Policy 2019:
Digital Trust and Personal Data
11-12 June 2019, London
dataforpolicy.org | @dataforpolicy
Data science technologies, pioneered in the private sector, are now ripe for transforming the public sector.
However, both government policy and technology providers need to address two pressing public concerns:
DIGITAL TRUST (privacy and security) and PERSONAL DATA (ownership and beneficial exploitation).
The impact from ‘smartification’ of public infrastructure and services will be far more significant in comparison
to any other sector given the government’s function and importance to every individual and institution. Potential
applications range from public engagement through natural text and speech Chatbots, to providing decision
support for civil servants via AI-based Robo-advisors, to real-time management of the public infrastructure
through the Internet of Things and blockchain, to securing public records using distributed ledgers, and,
encoding and codifying laws using smart contracts. However, in many cases current uses of automated decisionmaking systems have been shown to cause adverse impacts on important life events of individuals – examples
range from bias in recruitment of job-applicants, to credit scoring in loans and insurance, and to sentencing of
criminals. Also, state surveillance and manipulation of voter behaviour have become the early examples of how
such developments may amplify the asymmetry of power (between citizen and those utilising such technologies)
causing severe damage to the democratic processes. The Bitcoin ‘hype’, with its correlating energy usage, has
also shown the environmental cost of the highly complex computations, as well as indicating other potential
unpredicted and unintended consequences. On the other hand, the cost of not using – or the slow uptake of –
data science technologies in the public sector is also potentially huge, given that all other aspects of our lives
are changing fast under the ongoing digital revolution. It then follows that the stakes could be much higher in
both the use and the avoidance of these technologies for public decision making and service delivery. This will
require a careful cost/benefit analysis before implementation at scale.
The fourth conference in the Data for Policy series therefore highlights ‘Digital Trust and Personal Data’ as
its main theme. The conference will also welcome contributions in the broader data science for government and
policy discussions. In particular, submissions around the value and harm of using data in the public sector,
deployment experience in government, ‘digital ethics’ and ‘ethics engineering’ concepts, personal data sharing
frameworks and technologies, transparency in machine learning processes, analytics at source, and secure data
transaction methodologies are encouraged.
Topics invited include, but are not limited, to the following:
•

Government & Policy: Digital era governance and democracy, data and politics, asymmetry
of power, data- and evidence-driven public service delivery, algorithmic government and
regulation, open-source and open-data movements, multinational companies and
privatization of public services, sharing economy and peer-to-peer services, online
communities, crowdsourcing, citizen science, public opinion, data literacy, policy
laboratories, case studies and best practices.
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•

Technologies: Artificial Intelligence, Big Data, blockchain distributed ledger and smart
contract technologies, behavioural and predictive analytics, the Internet of Things, platforms,
Global Positioning Systems (GPS), biometric identifiers, augmented and virtual reality,
robotics, and other relevant technologies.

•

Systems & Infrastructure: Data collection, capture, storage, processing and visualisation
technologies; platforms and web services, mobile applications, meta-data, standards and
interoperability, databases and data warehousing, high performance computing, algorithms,
programming, decision support systems, user-interaction technologies, and other relevant
topics.

•

Processing & Knowledge Generation: Data representation and pre-processing, integration,
real-time and historical data analysis, mathematical and statistical models, ‘data-driven’
analysis, human-in-the-loop (HITL); mixed methodologies, secondary data analysis, web
mining; Randomised Controlled Trials (RCTs), gaps in theory and practice, other relevant
topics.

•

Policy for Data & Management: Data governance and regulatory frameworks; General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR); data collection, storage, curation and access; data security,
ownership, linkage; data provenance and expiration; private/public sector/non-profit
collaboration and partnership; capacity-building and knowledge sharing within government;
institutional forms and regulatory tools for data governance.

•

Privacy, Security, Ethics & Law: Ethical concerns around data, algorithms, and interactions
(both human-machine and machine-machine interactions) and associated technology
responses; legal status of digital systems; bias, transparency and accountability of digital
systems; public rights, free speech, dialogue and trust.

Contributions can be proposed in the following categories:
Individual Research/Policy/Practitioner Proposals: An up to a 1000-word extended abstract should be
submitted, which includes title, research/policy question, research methodology and data used, and key findings.
All submitted research papers will be considered for special journal issues and edited books, and all policy
proposals will be considered for post-conference publications in the form of reports. Authors/Presenters of
selected submissions will be invited to submit full discussion papers prior to the conference.
Session Proposals: Session proposals (maximum 4500 words) are welcome. This combines 3-4 presentations
from researchers and/or practitioners each providing a maximum 1000-word abstract. A maximum 500-word
description of the panel should also be submitted. Training & Workshop session proposals should include a
1000-word (maximum) description and short biographies of tutors.
Demo Proposals: The Demonstration Track is intended to provide an opportunity to showcase new tools,
technological advances, and services offered in this emerging field. The contributions must demonstrate stateof-the-art technology and must be run live, preferably with some interactive parts. A maximum 1000-word
description of the session should be submitted, which includes the technology demonstrated, the elements of
novelty, the live-action part, the interactive part, the equipment brought by the demonstrators, and the equipment
required from the track organisers.
Poster Submissions: All individual submissions to the conference will first be considered for oral presentation
and then for poster sessions at the conference. Those who wish to make submission for the poster sessions only
should make a standard submission indicating at the top that they are only interested in presenting a poster.
Please note that all posters at the conference will be considered for the poster competition at the conference and
if you want to omit this option, please indicate this at the top of the submission.
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Please note that this is a fee-paying event and all conference participants, including presenters, will be
responsible for arranging their own travel and accommodation. We have limited funding to support student
participation: those who wish to be considered for these grants should send a CV and cover letter explaining
their case to team@dataforpolicy.org. This should be done after completion of abstract submission.
All general enquiries about the conference should be sent to team@dataforpolicy.org
Important Dates:
Conference Announcement
Submission Deadline for Extended Abstracts
Notification of Acceptance
Registration deadline for presenters
Deadline for Discussion Paper submissions
Registration deadline for public
Conference in London

12 November 2018
28 January 2019
4 March 2019
8 April 2019
13 May 2019
31 May 2019 (may close earlier if all places are taken)
10-12 June 2019

Conference Partnership & Sponsorship:
Data for Policy conference series is an independent initiative and fully funded by the income raised through
conference registrations and partner/sponsor contributions. Organisations interested in our flexible
partnership/sponsorship packages should get in touch with our team via email (team@dataforpolicy.org).
Call for Bids to host future Data for Policy conferences:
We welcome bids from academic, government and private sector stakeholders to host future Data for Policy
conferences. Consortium bids bringing together a host country’s academic and government stakeholders are
encouraged and demonstration of further industry support would also be an advantage. Interested organisations
should send a brief Statement of Interest to team@dataforpolicy.org, outlining the partnership model proposed
and the commitments offered. Bids will be considered on a rolling basis.
International Organisation Committee:
Zeynep Engin – Data for Policy (Chair), University College London
Emanuele Baldacci – European Commission
Jon Crowcroft – University of Cambridge, Alan Turing Institute
Innar Liiv – Tallinn University of Technology
Nathaniel Raymond – Yale University
Stefaan Verhulst – New York University
Barbara Ubaldi – OECD, Paris
Special Track Chairs:
Anil Bharath – Imperial College London
Bilal Gokpinar – University College London
Cathy Mulligan – World Economic Forum
Tom Smith – ONS Data Science Campus
Stefaan Verhulst – NYU
David Bounie – Telecom ParisTech
Leigh Anderson – University of Washington
Advisory Committee:
Niall Adams – Imperial College London
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C. Leigh Anderson – University of Washington
Jean Bacon – University of Cambridge
Kenneth Benoit – London School of Economics and Political Science
Gabrielle Demange – Paris School of Economics
Anthony Finkelstein – UK Government Office for Science
Rayid Ghani – University of Chicago
David Hand – Winton Capital Management; Imperial College
Helen Margetts – University of Oxford; The Alan Turing Institute
Natasha McCarthy – The Royal Society
Beth Noveck – New York University
Alan Penn – University College London
Rob Procter – University of Warwick; The Alan Turing Institute
Peter Smith – University of Southampton
John Shawe-Taylor – University College London
John Taysom – Privitar
Philip Treleaven – University College London
Sir David Wallace – University of Cambridge
Dame Alison Wolf – King’s College London
Derek Wyatt – Royal Trinity Hospice; All Party Parliamentary Group on Data Analytics
Milan Vojnovic – London School of Economics and Political Science
Programme Committee:
Thomas Baar – University of Leiden
David Bounie – Telecom ParisTech
Daniel Castro – Centre for Data Innovation
Suleyman Demirsoy – Intel
Yves-Alexandre de Montjoye – Imperial College London
Seth Flaxman – Imperial College London
David Johnson – Office for National Statistics, UK
Jose Manuel Magallanes – University of Washington; Pontificia Universidad Catolica del Peru
H. Scott Matthews – Carnegie Mellon University
Eric T. Meyer – The University of Texas at Austin, University of Oxford
Slava Mikhaylov – University of Essex
Suzy Moat – University of Warwick; The Alan Turing Institute
Mirco Musolesi – University College London; The Alan Turing Institute
Martijn Poel – Dutch Ministry of Education
Tobias Preis – University of Warwick; The Alan Turing Institute
Ralph Schroder – University of Oxford
Jatinder Singh – University of Cambridge
Akin Unver – Kadir Has University
Michael Veale – University College London
Diana Vlad-Calcic – European Commission
Andrew Young – New York University
Louisa Zanoun – UK Science and Innovation Network
UCL Local Committee:
Lauro Bovo, Innovation & Enterprise
Graca Carvalho, Strategic Alliances
Sarah Chaytor, Office of the UCL Vice-Provost (Research)
Louise Chisholm, E-research Domain
George Dibb, Industrial Strategy & Policy Engagement
Siobhan Morris, Global Challenges for Justice and Equality
James Paskins, Global Challenges for Transformative Technology
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Olivia Stevenson, UCL Public Policy
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